MAHARASHTRA EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY’S
H.K. COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
Adjacent to MHADA colony, Jogeshwari (W), Mumbai‐102
Date: 08/02/2013
Sub: Report of Medicinal garden visit
Location: KeshavSrushti, Uttan, Bhayandar (W), Thane, Mumbai.
Duration: 1 full Day.
Date: Monday Dt. 04/02/2013
Time: 09:00 to 18:00 hrs.
As a part of the important academic activities, Visit to Medicinal garden had been arranged by HK
college of Pharmacy, Jogeshwari, Mumbai‐102. As response to that around 100 students actively
participated in the scientific activity.
It had been commenced with the gather of the entire participated student at HK campus sharply at
07:30 a.m. All the participants are then conveyed to the said location to get participation in the scientific
activity.
After having the breakfast at keshavsrushti, an introductory demo about all the forthcoming events
for the day had been given to all the students by Mr. HussainBarmal. He gave nice interactive and
informative speech while delivering the PowerPoint presentation.
During visit to medicinal garden all the students along with lecturers gain lot of information about all
the medicinal plants existed in the keshavsrushti. Well Trained guide from the keshavsrushti presented so
many aspects of all the medicinal plants to the students. Various kinds of plants that we come across are:
Amla. Beheda, Adhatoda, Allium, Aloe, Asgandh, Cannabis, Cardamom, Clove, Common lavender, Coriander,
Daruhaldi, Datura herb, Fennel, Green Tea, Periwinkle, RaktaChandan, Rauwolfia, Sarpagandha,
Sallakiguggul, Zingiber, Capsicum, Davana herb, Anise herb, Rosemary plant etc.
During the visit, all the students practically come to know well about morphology of the various
medicinally plants as well as essential pharmacognostical information about the plants.
All the Participants took the lunch in between the break of scientific and adventure activity. After
enthusiastic participation of the students in various adventure activities such as Hi Rope Commando Bridge,
Free Fall, River Crossing, Rifle Shooting, Monkey Crawl, Trekking, Rock Climbing, Flying Fox, Rappelling etc.,
they had been dropped to their respective nearby staying location by the bus arranged by the college.
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